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In this paper an alternative method of sorting M-order, colored generalized
Frobenius partitions is presented. As a consequence of this new method of sorting
we are able to prove identities relating colored, generalized Frobenius partitions
with 2 and 10 colors and those with 3 and 9 colors.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
In [5] a relationship was established between certain generalized
Frobenius partitions and ordinary partitions. In this paper a relationship is
established between generalized Frobenius partitions with 2 colors and
those with 10 colors and between generalized Frobenius partitions with 3
colors and those with 9 colors. Specifically, we have the following two theorems.
Theorem 1. For k1, 5c,2(5k&2)=c,10(k).
Theorem 2. For k1, 3c,3(3k&1)=c,9(k).
The proof of these two theorems will be based on a new way of sorting
M-order, colored generalized Frobenius partitions.
M-order, colored generalized Frobenius partitions of n are those
generalized Frobenius partitions of n which can be formed using M copies
of the nonnegative integers distinguished by M colors such that no repeti-
tions are allowed in either row and the order of the partition is M when
the colors are cyclically permuted. The number of these partitions is
denoted by c,M(n) and c,M(n)#0 (mod M2) [3]. The combinatorial
proof of this result divides these partitions into M classes each of whose
orders is divisible by M. The M classes are determined by the congruence
class modulo M of the numerical difference in colors on the top and bot-
tom rows of the partition when the colors are numbered 0, 1, ..., M&1 [6].
In this paper we will present another way of sorting these partitions into
M classes each of whose orders is divisible by M.
In a recent paper [3] the idea of using primer colors and main colors
to color generalized Frobenius partitions was introduced. In this paper we
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will take a more detailed look at this concept. In the original paper the
available primer colors were the same as the main colors. In this paper we
will allow for L primer colors designated by color i for i=0, 1, ..., L&1 and
M main colors designated by color j for j=0, 1, ..., M&1. When a part is
colored using primer color i and main color j we will say color combina-
tion Lj+i was used. The primer color for an entry will be determined as
follows:
1. the primer color for an entry a on the top row is i if 0iL&1
and a#i(mod L) and
2. the primer color for an entry b on the bottom row is i if
0iL&1 and b+1#&i (mod L).
An entry's main color can be any of the M available colors.
The generating function for generalized Frobenius partitions with L
primer colors and M main colors is the coefficient of z0 in
`
M&1
j=0
`
L&1
i=0
(zqi; qL) (z&1qL&i; qL) .
Using Jacobi's Triple Product Identity, this becomes
1
(qL; qL)ML
:
m } 1=0
m # ZML
qL2 &m&2+B } m
where B is defined to be the vector whose (Lj+i+1)th component is i for
i=0, 1, ..., L&1 and j=0, 1, ..., M&1.
If we include a parameter t that keeps track of the numerical difference
in the color combinations on the top and bottom rows, the exponent of t
will be ML&1s=0 sd(s) where d(s) is the number of appearances of color com-
bination s on the top row minus the number of appearances of color com-
bination s on the bottom row. Note ML&1s=0 d(s)=0 since the rows of the
array are of equal length. Our generating function becomes the coefficient
of z0 in >M&1j=0 >
L&1
i=0 (zq
itLj+i; qL) (z&1qL&it&(Lj+i); qL) .
If we are interested in the M-order, colored generalized Frobenius parti-
tions, then we need the coefficient of z0 in
:
d | M
+(d) `
Md&1
j=0
`
L&1
i=0
(zdqditd(Lj+i); qdL) (z&dqd(L&i)t&d(Lj+i); qdL)
= :

n=1
:

m= &
c,M(n, m) tmqn
where c,M(m, n) is the number of M-order, colored generalized Frobenius
partitions of n whose color combination difference is m. Since the exponent
189SORTING PARTITIONS
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of q is congruent to the exponent of t modulo L in each factor, we easily
see that m#n (mod L).
Letting t=e2?irLM where 1r<M the left hand side of the above equa-
tion becomes 0 and the right hand side becomes
:

n=1 _ :
j#n (mod L)
0 j<LM
c,M(n, m, j) t j& qn
where c,M(n, m, j) denotes the number of M-order, colored generalized
Frobenius partitions of n whose color combination difference m is con-
gruent to j modulo LM. Hence for the M j 's satisfying 0j<LM,
j#n(modL) we have the values of c,M(n, m, j) are equal. Cyclically
permuting the main colors will not affect the congruency class of m modulo
LM.
Thus we have
Theorem 3. The color combination difference sorts the M-order, colored
generalized Frobenius partitions into M classes each of whose orders is
divisible by M.
To see that this method of sorting is different, consider, 0111
00
10
and 0030 ,two
3-order, colored generalized Frobenius partitions of 4. Their main color
differences are both 0 (mod 3), but if we take L=5, their color combina-
tion differences are 9 (mod 15) and 14 (mod 15) respectively.
As a consequence of this new way of sorting M-order, colored
generalized Frobenius partitions we can prove
Theorem 1. For k1, 5c,2(5k&2)=c,10(k).
Theorem 2. For k1, 3c,3(3k&1)=c,9(k).
To prove Theorem 1 we note that for M=2 and L=5,
:

k=1
c,2(5k&2) q5k&2=
2
(q5; q5)10
:
; } m#3 (mod 10)
m # Z10
m } 1=0
q52 &m&2+B } m
where B=(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and ;=(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).
Any m in Z10 satisfying m } 1=0 and ; } m#3 (mod 10) can be expressed
in the form 10i=1 :i vi where 
10
i=1 :i=1 and
v1=(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, &1, 0, 0), v2=(0, 0, 0, 0, &1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0),
v3=(1, 0, 0, &1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, &1), v4=(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, &1, 0),
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v5=(1, 0, 0, 0, &1, 0, 1, 0, 0, &1), v6= (0, 0, &1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0),
v7=(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, &1), v8= (1, 0, 0, 0, &1, 1, 0, 0, &1, 0),
v9=(0, 0, 0, &1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), v10=(0, 1, 0, 0, &1, 1, 0, 0, 0, &1).
Making this change of basis in the above equation and simplifying the right
hand side we have
:

k=1
c,2(5k&2) q5k&2=
2
(q5; q5)10
:
: } 1=1
: # Z10
q(52) Q(:)&2
where
Q(:)=(:1&:2)2+(:2&:3)2+. . .+(:9&:10)2+(:10&:1)2.
Therefore we have
:

k=1
c,2(5k&2) qk=
2
(q; q)10
:
: } 1=1
: # Z10
q (12) Q(:)=
1
5
:

k=1
c,10(k) qk [5].
To prove Theorem 2 we note that for M=3 and L=3,
:

k=1
c,3(3k&1) q3k&1=
3
(q3; q3)9
:
; } m#8 (mod 9)
m # Z9
m } 1=0
q32 &m&2+B } m
where B=(0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2) and ;=(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). Any
m in Z9 satisfying m } 1=0 and ; } m#8 (mod 9) can be expressed in the
form 9i=1 :iv i where 
9
i=1 :i=1 and
v1=(1, &1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), v2=(0, 1, &1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
v3=(1, 0, 0, 1, 0, &1, 0, 0, &1), v4=(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, &1, 0),
v5=(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, &1), v6=(1, 0, &1, 0, 0, &1, 1, 0, 0),
v7=(0, 0, 0, 1, &1, 0, 0, 0, 0), v8=(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, &1, 0, 0, 0),
v9=(0, 0, &1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, &1).
Making this change of basis in the above equation and simplifying the
right hand side we have
:

k=1
c,3(3k&1) q3k&1=
3
(q3; q3)9
:
: } 1=1
: # Z9
q(32) Q(:)&1
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where
Q(:)=(:1&:2)2+(:2&:3)2+ } } } +(:8&:9)2+(:9&:1)2.
Therefore we have
:

k=1
c,3(3k&1) qk=
3
(q; q)9
:
: } 1=1
: # Z9
q (12) Q(:)=
1
3
:

k=1
c,9(k) qk [5].
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 we have
Corollary 1. For k1, c,2(5k&2)#0 (mod 20) since c,10(k)#
0 (mod 100).
This is essentially the result, c,2(5n+3)#0 (mod 5), proved by Andrews
[1].
In [2] it is shown that for :1, c,3(3:n+*:)#0 (mod 32:+1) if : is
even and c,3(3:n+*:)#0 (mod 32:+2) if : is odd, where *: is the recipro-
cal of 8 modulo 3:. Combining this result with Theorem 2 and noting that
9*:&1=*:+2 we have
Corollary 2. For :0, n0,
c,9(3:n+3*:&1)#0 (mod 32:+5) if : is odd
c,9(3:n+3*:&1)#0 (mod 32:+4) if : is even
where we define *0=1 and *&1= 13.
Using the fact that c,9(3:n+3*:&1)=c,9(3:n+3*:&1)&c,3(3:&1n+
*:&1) and c,3(k)=c,3(k) when 3 and k are relatively prime we have
Corollary 3. For :2, n0,
c,9(3:n+3*:&1)#0 (mod 32:&1) if : is even
c,9(3:n+3*:&1)#0 (mod 32:) if : is odd.
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